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ABSTRACT: Adhesion phenomena are essential to many
biological processes and to synthetic adhesives and manufac-
tured coatings and composites. Supramolecular interactions
are often implicated in various adhesion mechanisms. Recently,
supramolecular building blocks, such as synthetic DNA base-
pair mimics, have drawn attention in the context of molecular
recognition, self-assembly, and supramolecular polymers.
These reversible, hydrogen-bonding interactions have been
studied extensively for their adhesive capabilities at the nano-
and microscale, however, much less is known about their utility
for practical adhesion in macroscopic systems. Herein, we
report the preparation and evaluation of supramolecular
coupling agents based on high-affinity, high-fidelity quadruple hydrogen-bonding units (e.g., DAN·DeUG, Kassoc = 108 M−1 in
chloroform). Macroscopic adhesion between polystyrene films and glass surfaces modified with 2,7-diamidonaphthyridine
(DAN) and ureido-7-deazaguanine (DeUG) units was evaluated by mechanical testing. Structure−property relationships indicate
that the designed supramolecular interaction at the nanoscale plays a key role in the observed macroscopic adhesive response.
Experiments probing reversible adhesion or self-healing properties of bulk samples indicate that significant recovery of initial
strength can be realized after failure but that the designed noncovalent interaction does not lead to healing during the process of
adhesion loss.

■ INTRODUCTION

Adhesion is pervasive in nature and therefore found on length
scales that range from small peptides to cells and whole
organisms.1 Man-made adhesives were first developed at least
5000 years ago.2 Today adhesion phenomena are of central
importance in commercial adhesives, coatings, and polymer
composites.3,4 Poor interfacial properties can cause such
systems to exhibit diminished mechanical performance or
reduced surface protection. At the extreme, separation of the
adhesive or coating from the substrate can cause failure of the
material bond or full exposure of a protected surface. Although
a number of explanations for the behavior of systems exhibiting
good interfacial properties have been put forward, including
effective wetting, mechanical interlocking, adsorption, and
diffusion of resins, and electrostatic interactions, each is
insufficient to explain fully or predict the performance of an
adhesive bond.3 One common theme among adhesion theories,
however, is that covalent and noncovalent interactions can
improve the interfacial properties of a given system.3 A number
of adhesion promoters or coupling agents have been
successfully designed on these principles and often feature
multifunctional compounds that bridge the interface between

adhesive and adherend.3b Thus, there is an excellent link
between supramolecular chemistry and adhesion science.
In recent years, synthetic DNA base-pair mimics have been

pursued in the context of hydrogen-bond-mediated molecular
recognition, self-assembly, and supramolecular polymer chem-
istry.5 Nucleobase mimics have also been used to probe
adhesion phenomena. Thus, reversible and selective adsorption
of polymer films and spatial control over the self-assembly of
nanoparticles on surfaces have been achieved using specific
hydrogen-bonding interactions.6 In other work, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) force data suggest that complementary
oligonucleotides and artificial nucleobases form noncovalent
bonds across interfaces.7 Finally, hydrogen-bonded base-pair
analogs have been used to stabilize incompatible polymer
phases.8 Although covalent bonds and noncovalent interactions
are widely used to improve interfacial adhesion, the use of
specific hydrogen-bonding interactions, like those found among
nucleobase mimics, has received little attention in macroscopic
systems. This class of noncovalent interactions is particularly
interesting for study in materials chemistry applications because
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it is intermediate in strength, with free energies of formation in
apolar solvent (chloroform) that are 5−15% that of a C−C
covalent bond. Thus, it is fully reversible and can often be
highly selective. Use of these dynamic chemical bonds can
enable self-healing and other smart materials systems.9

With the above considerations in mind, we reasoned that
incorporating such complementary units onto surfaces and into
polymeric adhesives might both improve the interfacial
properties of disparate materials and realize useful properties,
such as selective and reversible adhesion. Herein, we report the
preparation and evaluation of a supramolecular adhesive system
capable of forming a stable hydrogen-bonded complex across
the interface between glass and a thermoplastic resin.
Mechanical tests were used to quantify practical adhesion in
bulk samples and elucidate the role of the supramolecular
interactions.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To determine whether the use of artificial nucleobase pairing
can improve interfacial adhesion, we prepared and evaluated an
adhesive and a glass surface (the adherend) each tailored with
various DNA base-pair mimics such that the designed
hydrogen-bonded complex could form across the interface
(Figure 1a). The complementary DNA base-pair mimics 2,7-

diamidonaphthyridine (DAN)10 and ureido-7-deazaguanine
(DeUG)11 were chosen for use in this work because the pair
forms a very stable complex (Figure 1b, Kassoc = 108 M−1 in
chloroform) and both the DeUG and DAN units self-associate
minimally. Such binding properties make these units highly
selective for the formation of the desired DeUG·DAN
interaction. Furthermore, both units can be readily prepared
with synthetic handles, allowing their incorporation into resins
and onto surfaces.12

Polystyrene (PS) was selected for use as the adhesive because
it is a glassy polymer at ambient temperature (i.e., Tg > 100
°C). This property means that viscoelastic flow is absent so that
mechanical tests, e.g., by measuring shear strengths (vide inf ra),
might better represent the interfacial effect of the supra-
molecular interactions.13 Furthermore, PS lacks polar functional
groups that would otherwise participate in nonspecific
hydrogen bonding with the nucleobase mimics present in this
system.
Previously we prepared DAN-containing PS by copolymer-

ization of styrene and a DAN functionalized styrene
monomer.8a,b,e,12 Here an attractive alternative was pursued
involving the C−H functionalization of commercially available

PS. Thus, multivalent PS graft copolymers featuring the DAN
recognition unit were synthesized by analogy to the methods
reported by Bae (Scheme 1).14 Thus, the C−H borylation of

PS at 85 and 130 °C gave polyboronic esters 1a and 1b in
yields of 76% and 80%, respectively. The borylation attempt
carried out at the lower temperature more typically gave yields
closer to 50%, but the yields were closer to 80% when the
reaction temperature was between 120 and 150 °C. The
number average molecular weights (Mn) and polydispersity
index values (PDI) of the polymers are shown in Table 1.15

Subsequent Suzuki−Miyaura cross coupling of 1a,b with aryl
bromide 210e gave DAN-functionalized PS 3a,b in 35−65%
overall recovery. Several points should be made about the
synthesis of 3a,b. First, the polymers were purified by
precipitation so the decrease in PDI is a result of molecular
weight fractionation. The increase in Mn may not only result
from polymer fractionation but also likely reflects the DAN
units inducing aggregation or a larger hydrodynamic radius,
leading to a higher apparent PS-calibrated molecular weight.
The amount of residual boronic acid was examined in two ways.
The 11B NMR spectrum of 1 showed a signal consistent with
the aryl boronic ester, but no signal was observed in 3. The low
sensitivity of 11B NMR meant that this method was not
conclusive. The ICP-MS indicated some residual boron was

Figure 1. (a) Supramolecular coupling agents for improved interfacial
adhesion. (b) The DNA base-pair mimics DAN and DeUG. The
DAN·DeUG complex serves as the reversible noncovalent bond
between the adhesive and the adherend.

Scheme 1

Table 1. Polymer Mn and PDI Valuesa

polymer Mn (kDa) mol % DAN UV−vis (NMR) PDI

PS 75  3.1
1a 117  2.5
3a 235 4.5 (5) 2.5
PS 69  2.0
1b 111  1.3
3b 114 2.5 (2) 1.3

aDetermined by analytical SEC in DMF using PS standards. See
Supporting Information for full details.
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present in polymer 3, although it could not distinguish
unreacted aryl boronic acid groups from residual boron-based
byproducts of the Suzuki−Miyaura reaction. In either event,
control experiments with boronic ester polymer 1 suggest little
added adhesion relative to PS.
Both UV−vis and 1H NMR were used to measure the

incorporation of DAN into 3, both methods agreeing closely on
the extent of the recognition unit loading. Beyond measuring
the extent of incorporation, the UV−vis and 1H NMR spectra
are consistent with the DAN unit being linked to the polymer
without alteration. Furthermore, 1H NMR analysis of a CDCl3
solution containing 3a and DeUG (see Figure 1) provides
qualitative evidence that 3a is capable of forming DeUG−DAN
complexes along its backbone. Thus, the pronounced downfield
shift (2−4 ppm) of both the DAN and DeUG NH resonances
upon mixing (Figure S1) indicates hydrogen-bond pairing.
These data and its Tg of 135 °C15 indicate that 3a is a glass at
ambient temperature and a complementary binder of the
DeUG unit.
With the functionalized PS polymers prepared, attention was

turned to the preparation of functionalized surfaces to which
they might bond via base pairing. We chose to examine two
scenarios that represent common practical applications for
adhesives. The first involves the PS bonding of two glass or
silicon surfaces bearing complementary DeUG units. The
second study models fiberglass composite applications, looking
at the direct interaction between the PS and the surface
functionalized glass fibers. Despite having poor interfacial
properties with many resins, glass fibers are widely used in
fiber-reinforced composites.16 A number of reactive organo-
silanes have been developed3b,17 to alleviate this problem, and
many solution- and vapor-phase methods for the deposition of
silanes have been devised.18

The functionalization of all surfaces started with the vapor-
phase deposition of (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES).
The vapor deposition method was used because it is known to
produce uniform films,19 and the APTES surface could be
treated with various functional isocyanates. Thus, glass
microscope slides and oxidized silicon wafers bearing the
DeUG and other recognition units were prepared accordingly
as outlined in Scheme 2.15 Substrates were carefully cleaned
and exposed to APTES vapor. In the case of glass and silicon
wafers a schematic representation of the APTES surface is
shown in Scheme 2. Although this is an idealized structure, the
actual coating is likely polymeric (vide inf ra).19 The resulting
amine-tailored APTES surfaces were treated with a solution of
butylisocyanate, DeUG-isocyanate 5, or methylated DeUG
(MeDeUG) isocyanate 6 to give the corresponding butyl (7),
DeUG (8), and MeDeUG (9) surfaces, in each case the organic
group linked to the surface through a urea linkage.
The physical properties of the functionalized surfaces were

determined using water contact goniometry, ellipsometry, and
AFM. Contact angles for surfaces 7−9 ranged from 55−70°,
indicating that the functionalized surfaces are more hydro-
phobic than bare glass (water contact angle <10°), as is
expected (Table S1). Ellipsometry of 7−9 on oxidized wafers
indicated that these films had thicknesses of 3−4 nm. A CPK
model of an extended APTES unit suggests that the thickness
of a uniform monolayer is on the order of 0.5 nm, therefore, it
is likely that these samples are polymeric films. Film quality was
evaluated at the nanoscale by AFM. Surfaces appeared to be
uniformly coated. Tapping-mode images for 3 × 3 μm regions
of each surface appear in Figure S2, and these data were used to

measure the root-mean-squared (RMS) roughness for each
surface (see Table S1). The untreated oxidized silicon wafer
substrate and the resultant APTES films are relatively smooth,
having a roughness <0.2 nm. Although the treatment of APTES
films with the isocyanates did increase the roughness of the
films, all surfaces have an RMS roughness <1 nm. The
measured RMS roughness is smaller than the film thickness,
suggesting that the films have uniform mass coverage.
The chemical nature of the films was examined using

secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS), X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS), and UV−vis spectroscopy.
Analysis of glass slides by TOF-SIMS revealed an increase in
counts for organic fragments upon functionalization with
APTES and butylisocyanate, as evident from the detection of
fragments at or above 55 m/z (Figure S3).20 Most importantly,
analysis of surface 8 revealed a mass peak of significant intensity
at 205 m/z, which is consistent with fragmentation of the
DeUG heterocycle.15 In particular, this fragment, which cannot
be detected on surfaces 7 and 9, is consistent with the
deazaguanine unit core, having lost the carboxyethyl and urea
linker groups.
XPS analysis of the bare substrate (oxidized silicon wafers),

films of APTES, and 7−9 indicated that C and N content
increased upon surface modification (Table S2). Although the
observed C/N ratios are higher than expected, this finding can
be attributed to unavoidable contamination with hydrocarbons
during handling and storage. High-resolution C 1s and N 1s
XPS data were collected for each sample and appear in Figure
S4. The N 1s region of the APTES film indicates photo-
electrons with binding energies that are consistent with amine
and ammonium chemical bonding environments. The C 1s
region for the APTES films indicates photoelectrons with
binding energies that are consistent with saturated and
heteroatom C environments. Overall, these data agree with
previous analyses of APTES films on glass substrates.19b,21

Functionalization of the APTES film with DeUG (surface 8)
leads to significant changes in the high-resolution XPS data.

Scheme 2
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The N 1s region broadens, and peak-fitting reveals photo-
electron peaks that are consistent with urea and pyridone
environments.22 Similarly, the C 1s region broadens, and peak-
fitting is consistent with saturated, heteroatom, and carbonyl C
environments.23 XPS data for APTES films treated with
butylisocyanate (surface 7) were collected to examine the
contribution of the urea moiety linking each recognition unit to
the surface. Photoelectron peaks in the N 1s and C 1s region
are consistent with urea−N environments as well as saturated
and carbonyl C environments. The XPS data for surfaces 8 and
9 are quite similar to each other, consistent with the nearly
identical chemical structures of their added layers. Further, they
both contain elements seen in 7 indicating the presence of the
linker group, yet both had additional intensities consistent with
their treatment with isocyanates 5 and 6. Overall, these data are
consistent with the covalent surface functionalization shown in
Scheme 2.
As a final test to see whether the functionalization process

might alter the integrity of the recognition unit, the chemistry
was applied to quartz slides enabling surface characterization by
UV−vis spectroscopy. To use a second chromophore with a
different spectrum for comparison, a DAN isocyanate was
prepared and reacted with the quartz slide alongside DeUG
isocyanate 5.15 Analysis of the films was accomplished by
placing the modified substrates in the optical path of the
spectrometer,24 with the recorded spectra shown in Figure S5.
APTES films are featureless with no appreciable absorbance
from 250−400 nm. Surfaces treated with the DAN- and DeUG-
isocyanates produced spectra similar to that of DAN and
DeUG derivatives in solution. These measurements confirm
that the recognition unit remains intact throughout the
functionalization process. Further, repeated washing of the
modified substrates did not cause a change in the measured
absorbance intensity supporting covalent surface attachment.
Lap-shear tests were performed to evaluate the adhesive

properties of the supramolecular coupling agents.3 Samples
were prepared by injecting a small volume of a methylene
chloride (CH2Cl2) solution of 3a or unmodified PS onto
microscope slides bearing films of APTES or 7−9 (Figure 2a).
Slides were mated, clamped in place, and cured under ambient
conditions (Figure 2b). The resultant samples were sheared at
1 mm min−1 until failure (Figure 2c). As seen in Figure 2d,
samples of APTES, 7, and 8 set with PS gave comparatively low
shear strengths in the range of 0.06−0.14 MPa. Likewise, DAN-

functionalized PS 3a exhibited poor adhesion to the APTES
layer (0.12 MPa) but a stronger interaction with the butyl urea
coated surface 7 (0.28 MPa). The latter case indicates that the
urea linkage is likely to contribute when dipolar- or hydrogen-
bonding interactions to the resin are possible. As indicated
above, residual boron was detected in polymer 3, and a further
nonspecific contribution from a small amount of residual
arylboronic acid cannot be ruled out, however, the adhesive
properties of 1 were examined and found to be poor.
Use of DAN polymer 3a with DeUG surface 8 introduces the

possibility of specific hydrogen-bonding interactions between
DAN in the polymer and DeUG on the surface. Indeed,
samples of 8 set with 3a gave a shear strength of 0.57 MPa,
which is higher than any other pairing examined and
significantly greater than control experiments performed with
unmodified PS.
Strong supporting evidence for the participation of the

designed quadruply hydrogen-bonded DeUG·DAN pairing in
the adhesive response was obtained by comparing DeUG
surface 8 to MeDeUG surface 9 (Figure 2d). These two
surfaces are identical except for a single methyl group on the
N1-position of the deazaguanine unit of 9. In chloroform
solution, single methylation decreases the association constant
(Kassoc) by at least 6 orders of magnitude. Indeed, 1H NMR
binding studies in chloroform-d indicated that the MeDeUG·-
DAN complex has a Kassoc < 100 M−1 (Figure S6), whereas that
for the analogous DeUG·DAN complex was measured by
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) to be Kassoc ≈ 2 × 108

M−1 in chloroform.11b Samples of 9 set with either PS or 3a
gave similar shear strengths of ∼0.30 MPa. Although these
surfaces have similar physical properties (Table S1), the shear
strength measured for samples of 3a on 9 is significantly less
than that measured for samples of 3a on 8. Furthermore, the
shear strength measured for 3a on 9 is in line with shear
strengths measured for 3a on 7, which suggests that the urea,
rather than the blocked DNA mimic, primarily contributes to
the strength of the adhesion.
What is the origin of the differing adhesive strengths seen in

Figure 2d? Macroscopic measurements of the surface properties
do not correlate with the adhesive strengths observed. For
example, each surface wets to a similar extent when in contact
with the polymer solution (Table S3). Furthermore, there is no
clear relationship between surface energy (Table S1) and bond
strength, as observed by others,25 suggesting that origin of the

Figure 2. Lap-shear testing of virgin samples set with PS, DAN-functionalized PS 3a, or PS-co-MA. (a) Samples (n ≥ 10) were set with 10 μL of a 10
mg mL−1 solution of either 3a, PS, or poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (PS-co-MA) in CH2Cl2. (b) The 15 × 25 mm overlaps were clamped in
place and cured under ambient conditions for 72 h. Samples set with PS-co-MA were either cured under ambient conditions or were first cured under
ambient conditions for 12 h and subsequently cured at 150 °C for 12 h, followed by gradual cooling to ambient temperature. (c) All samples were
sheared at 1 mm min−1 under ambient conditions. (d) Lap-shear test results: the mean shear strength is given, and error represents the standard
error of the mean. The statistical significance of differences between mean shear strength values for PS and 3a on surfaces APTES and 7−9 were
calculated as p-values = 0.029 (n = 10), 0.0027 (n = 4, 11), <0.0001 (n = 11, 12), and 0.43 (n = 5), respectively.
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behavior of this system lies at the nano- and microscale. A
qualitative, visual inspection indicated that samples set with 3a
underwent primarily cohesive failure, whereas samples set with
PS underwent mixed adhesive−cohesive failure. This behavior
is consistent with improved interfacial properties for the
designed DeUG·DAN base-pairing system. However, further
experiments probing the chemical and morphological proper-
ties at the nano- and microscale are necessary to elucidate the
full details of the failure mode.
The above observations do support a connection between

the supramolecular interaction and the observed adhesive
properties. Adhesion resulting directly from hydrogen-bonding
interactions is certainly possible. Other explanations for the
observed trend in shear strength could be that base-pairing
mediated self-assembly promotes either the formation of a
tightly bound film of 3a or the diffusion of 3a into the silane
layer, thereby improving the strength of the interface relative to
samples set with unmodified PS.
Comparisons with traditional adhesives are difficult to make

given the many experimental variables involved. However, the
performance of the supramolecular adhesive was compared to a
conventional adhesion promoter, PS-co-maleic anhydride
(Figure 2d).26 Poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (PS-co-MA)
features anhydride moieties along the polymer backbone and is
capable of covalent bonding with the APTES coating through
imide formation. Lap-shear samples pairing the APTES surface
with PS-co-MA were prepared and cured under the same
conditions as used with the supramolecular agents above. An
additional set was prepared and cured under nitrogen at 150 °C
for 12 h, conditions used for various adhesive and composite
formulations where PS-co-MA is used as an adhesion
promoter.27

Samples prepared with PS-co-MA and cured at ambient
conditions indicated a shear strength of 0.19 MPa, whereas
samples cured at 150 °C had measured shear strengths of 0.63
MPa. Therefore, in the case of PS-co-MA cured at ambient
temperature, there is no improvement in shear strength relative
to PS. Samples cured at the elevated temperature showed
significantly improved shear strength. Interestingly, this
improvement and the overall strength were within experimental
error of the supramolecular system (DeUG surface 8 with 3a
and cured at ambient temperature). Thus, one advantage of the

supramolecular system in this particular comparison is enabling
strong bonding of two materials under mild conditions.
As noted above, glass fiber-reinforced composites are widely

used in many different applications even though the glass has
poor interfacial properties with many resins. To test whether
this interface could be stabilized by the DeUG·DAN supra-
molecular interaction, single-fiber pull tests were developed to
evaluate the performance of such composites. To this end, E-
glass fibers were prepared displaying the DeUG unit.15 Support
for the presence of the DeUG unit was obtained by TOF-SIMS
analysis. As seen in Figure 3a,b, there was a significantly higher
level of overall ion counts as well as a higher level of counts at
m/z = 205; this mass corresponding to the DeUG unit.
Single fibers were embedded into a matrix of either PS or 3b

(Figure 3c) as previously described.28 Upon curing, the samples
were loaded to failure as shown schematically in Figure 3d; test
results appear in Figure 3e. As with lap-shear tests, samples set
with PS gave lower interfacial shear strengths (IFSS) than
samples set with the DAN-functionalized polymer. Although
fibers featuring APTES and butylurea surfaces gave similar
shear strengths when set with 3b, DeUG fibers gave the highest
shear strength. The IFSS for the 3b−DeUG bond is
comparable to glass fiber−epoxy bonds (∼20 MPa).29

Interestingly, the use of DAN−PS with only 2.5 mol % loading
of the recognition unit was capable of producing an improved
adhesive strength.
To explore the self-mending properties of this supra-

molecular-assisted adhesive, failed lap-shear samples of the
DeUG surface 8, initially set with PS and PS−DAN 3a (Figure
2), were subjected to additional set−cure−test cycles. Thus,
samples that were set with PS and sheared showed an average
initially measured shear strength of 0.17 ± 0.02 MPa (Figure
4a), a value similar to what was seen in Figure 2 for a weak,
nonspecific bond. The failed samples were then reset with 10
μL of CH2Cl2 only, cured, and retested. The measured shear
strength of the reset sample was 0.11 ± 0.03 MPa, a slight
decrease that was just outside of experimental error. When
samples set with 3a were subjected to this cycle, the first reset
exhibited the enhanced adhesion seen in the DeUG·DAN
pairings, although only 55% recovery of virgin shear strength
was observed. The samples could be failed and reset two
additional times before the shear strength decreased to a level

Figure 3. (a) TOF-SIMS analysis of E-glass fibers (a) as received and (b) upon treatment with DeUG isocyanate 5. Mass spectral peak at m/z = 205
corresponds to molecular fragment diagnostic of the DeUG heterocycle. (c) Single-fiber pull test specimen used a bead of 3b on a DeUG-treated
fiber 8. (d) Schematic of apparatus used for single-fiber-pull tests. (e) Interfacial shear strength determined for beads of 3b and PS on fibers having
the APTES, 7, and 8 surface treatments. Mean shear strengths are given, and error represents standard error of the mean. The statistical significance
of differences between mean shear strength values for PS and 3b embedded with fibers coated with APTES, 7, and 8 were calculated as p-values =
<0.0001 (n = 11, 27), 0.0002 (n = 8, 14), and <0.0001 (n = 20, 35), respectively.
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comparable to that of samples set with unmodified polymer.
These data are attributed an inability of the base-pair mimics to
reform the specific complex; this in turn could be due to
contamination or damage of the interface upon failure.
To minimize contamination of the interface and crack

separation, the single-fiber pull tests were also subjected to reset
testing. Thus, virgin samples were prepared, loaded to failure,
and then immersed in CH2Cl2. Upon drying, these samples
were loaded to failure; data for the virgin and repaired samples
are shown in Figure 4b. As was seen before (Figure 3e), the
matched case of DAN−PS 3b on DeUG-modified fibers gives
the highest interfacial shear strength, whereas control systems
lacking either DAN or DeUG at the interface afforded lower
shear strengths. The reset of the 3b DeUG-modified fiber
system gave 77% recovery, ∼20% improvement over lap-shear
testing while using only half the mol % loading of recognition
unit. In comparison, the 3b APTES-modified fiber system gave
66% recovery. Relative to the APTES modified fibers, those
displaying DeUG units gave stronger initial adhesion, but only a
very small additional benefit from the hydrogen-bonding pair
was seen in the recovery cycle. In Figure 4b, the inherent
frictional stresses generated during the fiber pull-out process are
also compared to both the virgin IFSSs and the reset values. An
IFSS that is close to the frictional stress indicates minimal

chemical bonding. In the case of PS bonded with 8, the
recovery was within error of the friction between the two
interfaces.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We previously reported the DeUG·DAN supramolecular
system as a type of enhanced DNA base pair, showing
significantly higher stability and affinity than AT and GC.
Herein we applied this quadruply hydrogen-bonded pair as
supramolecular coupling agents that can function as nanoscale
adhesive agents for improving interfacial interactions. Com-
mercially available PS was functionalized with the DAN unit
using a C−H activation methodology, and glass surfaces were
treated with complementary DeUG. Two applications were
examined, one in which the polymer served as an adhesive
bonding two glass surfaces together, and the other modeling
glass fiber-reinforced composites.
Mechanical test data in both situations are consistent with

the DAN·DeUG interaction playing a role in the adhesive
response. Indeed, bonds of comparable strength to those
formed using conventional adhesion promoters that utilize
covalent bonds were observed. In the case of the single glass
fiber microbond specimens, only 2.5 mol % recognition units
were required to demonstrate this improved adhesion.
Advantages of the supramolecular system are the lower
temperatures under which the adhesive could be set and the
ability to reset adhesive joints without adding additional
material, only solvent. Although not studied here one can
easily envision stimuli-responsive behavior when using hydro-
gen-bonding units that can be turned on and off reversibly.8e

Self-healing potential was explored for both lap-shear and
single fiber experiments. In the lap-shear experiments, up to
55% recovery was demonstrated, and three resets were possible
before the shear strength was reduced to the level of
unmodified polymer. For single fiber tests, up to 77% recovery
was demonstrated using just over half the recognition unit.
Additional studies are needed to better understand the role of
the nanoscale adhesive agents in increasing the interfacial
interaction. It was also observed that the urea linkage used to
connect the recognition units to the surfaces led to a significant
nonspecific adhesive interaction. Studies are ongoing to explore
alternative methods of coating the surfaces that would enhance
the role played by the hydrogen-bonding units. One ultimate
goal would be extremely strong adhesives that could be readily
reversed upon addition of a competitive solvent or by a stimuli
responsive recognition unit.

■ METHODS
Polymer Modification. C−H borylation of PS using B2Pin2 in the

presence of [IrCl(COD)]2 and tert-Bubpy in cyclooctane or THF,
according to the method of Bae14 gave polyboronic ester 1a−b.
Subsequent Suzuki−Miyaura cross coupling of 1a,b with aryl bromide
2 using Pd(PPh3)4 and K2CO3 in THF/H2O, by analogy to Bae

14 gave
DAN-functionalized PS 3a,b in 35−65% overall recovery.

Surface Modification. Glass microscope slides and oxidized
silicon wafers were carefully cleaned using piranha solution, washed,
dried, and exposed to APTES vapor at ambient temperature and 0.5−1
Torr for 24 h. The resulting surfaces were washed, dried, and treated
with a solution of butylisocyanate, DeUG−isocyanate 5, or methylated
DeUG (MeDeUG) isocyanate 6 in toluene in the presence of
triethylamine under ultrasonication at 50−60 °C for 24 h. The
resulting butylurea 7, DeUG 8, and MeDeUG 9 surfaces were finally
washed, dried, and used for surface analysis or preparation of samples
for mechanical testing. Glass fibers were washed with toluene and

Figure 4. (a) Lap-shear testing of sheared samples reset with CH2Cl2
and cured under ambient conditions. Samples were first set with either
3a or PS and cured and failed as above. Failed samples were then reset
with only 10 μL of CH2Cl2 and cured and failed as above. This process
was repeated several times. The mean shear strength is given, and error
represents the standard error of the mean. (b) Single-fiber pull tests
assessing recovery of initial shear strength upon immersion in CH2Cl2.
The frictional force measured from dragging the polymer bead along
the fiber is included for reference.
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gently stirred in a solution of DeUG isocyanate 5 and triethylamine in
toluene as above. The resulting fibers were washed, dried, and used for
analysis and mechanical tests.
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